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Two metal supported solid oxide fuel cells (active area 16 cm$^2$) with nanostructured Ni:GDC infiltrated anodes, possessing different anode and support microstructures were studied in respect to sulfur tolerance at an operating temperature of 650°C. The studied MS-SOFCs are based on ferritic stainless steel (FeCr) and showed excellent performance characteristics at 650°C with fuel utilization corrected area specific resistances of 0.35 Ωcm$^2$ and 0.7 Ωcm$^2$ respectively. The sulfur tolerance testing was performed by periodic addition of 2, 5, and 10 ppm H$_2$S in hydrogen based fuel under galvanostatic operation at a current load of 0.25 Acm$^{-2}$. The results were compared with literature on the sulfur tolerance of conventional SOFC Ni/YSZ cermet anode. The comparison in terms of absolute cell resistance increase and relative anode polarization resistance increase indicates, that the nanostructured Ni:GDC MS-SOFC based anode is significantly more sulfur tolerant than the conventional Ni/YSZ cermet anode. Furthermore, it was shown that the believed extension of the electrochemical three-phase-boundary reaction zone in the presence of GDC must be very limited and cannot account for the higher sulfur tolerance of GDC modified SOFC anodes.

In recent years, there has been a growing interest in developing metal supported solid oxide fuel cells (MS-SOFCs). MS-SOFCs are interesting as they potentially offer some advantages compared to conventional electrode and electrolyte supported SOFCs, such as low materials cost, better thermal conductivity and ductility of the support. The two later aspects improve the shock resistance and lower internal gradients within the stacks. This enables faster start-up, higher tolerance toward operation under transient conditions and operation at higher fuel utilization.

Today's commercially available and relevant SOFC fuels such as natural gas, diesel and biogas etc. all contain trace amounts of sulfur. Thus, tolerance toward sulfur poisoning is desirable. Ceria and gadolinium doped ceria (GDC) have been reported in the literature to have a beneficial effect on the tolerance toward sulfur poisoning 1,2. The ceria can be incorporated as a microstructured Ni:GDC cermet anode, but also as non-percolated nanostructuring via infiltration of isolated ceria and doped ceria particles into the conventional microstructured Ni:YSZ cermet anode. Both approaches have been reported to improve the tolerance toward sulfur poisoning. In the present study we report the performance and sulfur tolerance of MS-SOFCs with two different microstructures of the support and the anode functional layer (AFL). The MS-SOFCs of the present study are based on ferritic stainless steel (FeCr) with an aimed operating temperature of 650°C. This lower operating temperature compared to electrode and electrolyte supported SOFC (750°C–850°C) will favor sulfur adsorption and is thus expected to increase the impact of sulfur poisoning. The AFL was infiltrated with Ni-GDC precursor solution and subsequently heat treated resulting in a percolated nanostructured coating of the electrocatalyst.

In the present study we report on the sulfur tolerance of MS-SOFCs with the novel Ni:GDC nanostructured anode and discuss it in relation to performance and in comparison to the conventional SOFC Ni:YSZ cermet anode.

Experimental

Cell fabrication.—Symmetrical cells consisting of an electrolyte (ScYSZ, i.e. ZrO$_2$ co-doped with Sc$_2$O$_3$ and Y$_2$O$_3$) sandwiched in between MS-SOFC FeCr/YSZ based Ni:GDC infiltrated AFL anodes were prepared using the similar processing and infiltration route as described in Ref. 5,6.

For full cells, the half-cell (i.e. metal support, anode, electrolyte) processing and infiltration route, described in Refs. 7,8, was also used in this study. The processes involved tape casting of the layers: metal-support (a ferritic stainless steel alloy), cermet backbone (with 0–50 vol.% Y-doped doped ZrO$_2$ with respect to metal), and ScYSZ electrolyte, followed by a subsequent co-sintering of these layers in a reducing atmosphere (H$_2$/Ar). The difference in microstructure of the studied cell A and cell B is a consequence of exploring different pore former amounts and presence of ceramic sintering hindering additives.

The electrocatalytically active phase, comprising a precursor solution of Ce$_0.9$Gd$_{0.1}$O$_{1.95}$ and Ni (hereafter referred to as Ni:GDC), was infiltrated as a next step. The infiltration of electrocatalysts followed the same procedure as described elsewhere.2 Cells being evaluated for electrochemical performance were deposited with a Ce$_0.9$Gd$_{0.1}$O$_{1.95}$ inter-diffusion barrier layer on the electrolyte, using the physical vapor deposition technique as described in Ref. 7. Finally, the cathode layer comprising ($La_0.6Sr_0.4$)$_{0.99}$CoO$_{3-x}$ (LSC) and a LSC current collecting layer was applied by screen printing as the last components.

Electrochemical characterization.—The symmetrical cell measurements were performed in specially designed rigs,9 which have been constructed to allow for simultaneous testing of four symmetric cells (cell area 6 × 6 mm$^2$) per test run, with fully automated changes of testing conditions, such as temperature, and gas composition. Pt-paste was applied onto the electrodes to form a current collection layer.

The single MS-SOFCs had a 5 × 5 cm$^2$ cell area with an active area of 16 cm$^2$ (defined by the screen-printed cathode layer). They were tested in an alumina housing used for conventional anode-supported cells.10 A coarse meshed Pt net on top of a 1 mm thick 4 × 4 cm$^2$ Pt block with gas channels was used as a current collector plate on the anode side. On the cathode side a fine meshed Pt net with a 1 mm thick 4 × 4 cm$^2$ Pt block with gas channels on top was used as current collector. The cell was sandwiched in between the current collectors with the edges of the cell being sealed with glass bars. On top of this arrangement a weight of 4 kg was applied. The cells were heated to 800°C in the test rig in order to seal the cell and in-situ sinter the cathode before the tests were started. Polarization curves and impedance data were collected in the temperature range
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of 750–650 °C. Air was used as oxidant with a flow rate of 140 Nl/h, while the fuel was 25 Nl/h 4% bubble flask humidified hydrogen. The Area Specific Resistances (ASRs) within the present paper has been corrected for fuel utilization as outlined in Ref. 10 and is in the following abbreviated ASRcorr. Addition of H2S was performed by diluting a gas mixture consisting of 200 ppm H2Si in H2 with pure H2.

The impedance data were recorded using a Solartron 1260 Gain-Phase Analyzer (Solartron Instruments, Houston, Texas). The perturbation amplitude was 60 mA for single cell testing, while it was 40 mV RMS for the symmetrical cell testing. The impedance was recorded in the frequency range 1 MHz–1 Hz for symmetrical cells and for single cells the frequency range was 96.850 kHz–0.096850 Hz.

For visualization at which frequencies changes occur in the impedance spectra during testing, the method “Analysis of Differences in Impedance Spectra” (ADIS) was used.11 In the ADIS method the difference between the derivative of the real part of the impedance spectrum corrected area specific resistance ASRcorr.

Microstructural characterization.—The microstructure of the various cell samples was investigated using polished cross-sections. The polished cross-sections were prepared by vacuum embedding the samples in Struers epoxy resin (Epofix); ground using SiC paper; polished using 6, 3 and 1 mm diamond paste, and then carbon coated to eliminate surface charging. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) imaging with backscattered electrons was performed using a Hitachi TM1000 tabletop SEM.

Results and Discussion

Performance of tested cells.—The microstructures of the tested cells are shown in Figure 1. From the figure it is possible to see that the cell type A has an open microstructure with a support thickness of 400 μm. This is in contrast to cell type B with a denser microstructure, slightly thicker AFL, but thinner support thickness of 300 μm. The cells were infiltrated with the exact same infiltration procedure. In respect to the characteristics of this type of electrocatalyst coating it has been shown in previous studies with transmission electron microscopy (TEM) that the Ni particles are nanosized (5–40 nm), evenly distributed and stabilized within the matrix of GDC.5 The resulting performance of the cells at 650 °C is shown in Figure 2. The cell type A with an open microstructure performs excellent with a fuel utilization corrected area specific resistance ASRcorr = 0.35 Ωcm². This is in fact to our knowledge the best MS-SOFC performance at 650 °C on single cell level, which is reported in the literature. The performance of cell A is twice as good as cell type B with an ASRcorr = 0.7 Ωcm². Previously, we have reported excellent MS-SOFC performance with an ASR~0.3 Ωcm² on button cell level (active area 0.5 cm²).12 Testing these cells on a single cell level (active area 16 cm²) showed a performance of ASRcorr~0.5 Ωcm².13 This may at first sight seem puzzling, but there is one clear difference in the setup for button cell and single cell testing, which is the supply of gas and which affects the performance results. In the button cell setup, the fuel gas flow and oxidant flow is perpendicular to the cell and hence, the gas is directly blown onto/into the porous electrodes of the cell. This is in contrast to single cell testing, where the gas flow is a plug flow geometry with the gas flowing along the cell in gas channels or through a conjugated current collecting mesh. The implication is that the gas exchange between the gas channels and the electrodes are purely diffusion driven. Furthermore, in the button cell setup the cell experiences a uniform gas concentration whereas in the plug flow geometry, the gas concentration varies along the gas channels despite high flow rates are used in cell performance evaluations (low oxygen and fuel utilization <15%). The flow designs in stacks are based on a plug flow geometry and single cell testing therefore mimic to a higher extent the technological relevant situation in a stack. Thus, button cells seem to have a tendency to slightly overestimate the cell performance compared to the one obtainable in stack environment.

From the results in this work, shown in Figure 2, it is clear that the porosity seems to have a pronounced effect on the cell performances. There may be a number of reasons for this. Even though the exact same infiltration procedure was applied, it seems that more infiltrate is introduced all the way into the AFLs of the cells with a more open space in between the gas channels and the electrodes and hence, the gas exchange is better in terms of mass transport.

Figure 1. SEM micrographs showing the microstructure of the tested cells. The layers are starting from the top: LSC current collecting layer, LSC:GDC cathode, GDC inter-diffusion barrier layer, ScYSZ electrolyte, anode functional layer (AFL), metal support.

Figure 2. Performance characteristics of studied MS-SOFCs with different microstructures in a fuel atmosphere of 80% H2/20% H2O with air as oxidant at 650 °C. Top: Current-Voltage characteristics Bottom: Impedance spectra at open circuit conditions.
microstructure in both the AFL and the support layer. Indeed, the zoom in on the AFL of the two cells in Figure 3, reveals that larger lumps of infiltrated electrocatalyst (bright spots) is evenly distributed within the AFL and the support for cell A with an open microstructure. This is in contrast to cell B with a denser microstructure. Here it is possible to see that the infiltrate (bright spots) is present and uniformly distributed within the support, but it is absent in the AFL. From the image it is possible to see that the presence of larger lumps of infiltrate (bright spots) stops at the AFL/support interface of cell B. Thus, the AFL of cell B is apparently too dense and as a consequence significant lower amounts of electrocatalyst is deposited in the anode, which is part of the reason for the observed lower performance of cell B.

Furthermore, it is known from X-ray nanotomography 3D reconstructions that the outermost part of the metal support can be somewhat denser for cells prepared by the used fabrication route. For cells similar to type B in Figure 1 tortuosities around 5 were found along with a relatively low density of percolated pores. For comparison, AS-SOFCs with the conventional Ni:YSZ cermet anode have typically a tortuosity of around or slightly below 2. It must be noted that some confusion regarding tortuosity $\tau$ and tortuosity factor $\tau^2$ exist within literature as pointed out by Epstein. That the denser AFL and support layers of cell B significantly affect the gas transport properties is also supported by the relatively large low frequency impedance diffusion/conversion arc ($f_{\text{diff}} \sim 0.8$ Hz) for cell B in comparison to that of cell A ($f_{\text{diff}} \sim 2$ Hz) as shown in Figure 2. Furthermore, it is also possible that there is a significant difference in the serial resistance $R_s$ of the two studied cells, as seen from the impedance spectra in Figure 2. GDC is under reducing conditions an electronic conductor and the deposition of a percolated GDC coating in the AFL will therefore make the whole AFL/electrolyte interface electrochemically active at high frequencies due to the electrochemical double layer capacitance. The difference in deposited Ni:GDC within the AFL for the two cells is presumable the main reason for the observed difference in $R_s$.

A way to view and model porous electrode structures is to look at it as an array of columns, which is illustrated in Figure 4. This approach has with success been applied to the present case of a Ni:GDC infiltrated MS-SOFC FeCr based anode. For mixed ionic electronic conducting (MIEC) porous electrodes there will be some tortuous pathway for electrons and ions through the porous electrode. Taking this tortuous pathway and stretching it out will result in a structure, which as first approximation conveniently can be described as a column. This homogenized way of looking at the MIEC porous electrode as one phase with a given electronic and ionic conductivity can conveniently be described by a transmission line and has proven itself to be highly applicable. Examples include MIEC material or MIEC composite SOFC cathodes, the MIEC Ni:YSZ composite SOFC anode, and in general MIEC electrodes.

For further details and justification of this type of transmission line modelling approach the reader is referred to the provided references. In this view there are two possible factors, which can affect the performance in the given context. Firstly, a high and fine porosity may
be interpreted as a higher density of columns, which corresponds to a larger gas/solid interfacial area of the AFL being electrochemically active (lower $\chi$ surface reaction impedance). Secondly, if a higher porosity results in more Ni:GDC material being infiltrated into the AFL layer it would increase the thickness of the coating and lead to an increase in the AFL ionic conductivity as Figure 4 suggests (lower impedance $\chi_{1}$ of electrode ionic conduction). Therefore, from a performance point of view it is beneficial with an open microstructure of the support and the AFL. In general, one would also expect thicker coatings to be more stable in the sense that they are less likely to breakup into non-percolated island like structures. However, from a corrosion durability point of view the situation is different. To minimize corrosion and increase the lifetime of the metal support and metal based AFL, it is desirable to have an as low as possible gas/solid inner surface area. A support with a porosity consisting of fewer but larger pores ensures gas permeability while keeping the gas/solid inner surface area at a minimum. Thus, from the above considerations it is clear that technologically relevant cells will be a trade-off between performance and durability.

The presence of minor amount of nickel (10 wt%) in the GDC based infiltrate has a huge impact on the performance. This has already been reported and is illustrated by the symmetrical cell tests in Figure 5 showing a factor 7 decrease of polarization resistance $R_p$ in the presence of Ni. From these results it can be concluded that the hydrogen oxidation reaction is predominantly catalyzed by Ni, which is very important to remember, when evaluating the anode sulfur tolerance.

**Sulfur tolerance.**—The effect of short time addition of varying concentrations of H$_2$S during galvanostatic operation at 0.25 Acm$^{-2}$ of cell A and B are shown in Figure 6. Prior to addition of H$_2$S, stable or even slight activation during operation was observed. The effect and characteristics of addition/removal of H$_2$S for the studied MS-SOFC Ni:YSZ cermet anodes. Generally, the sulfur effect is a combined passivation and degradation. Upon sulfur addition an immediate drop (passivation) of performance is observed, which conveniently can be referred to as a 1st stage effect. This is followed by a 2nd stage, which consist of a continues stable operation or a continues degradation or a combination hereof. Removal of H$_2$S from the supplied hydrogen fuel gas, results in a full or partly recovery of the cell performance. Thus, the anode nanostructuring and presence of ceria do not alter the apparent sulfur poisoning characteristics on the Ni catalyst. As was concluded from Figure 5, the hydrogen oxidation reaction is predominantly catalyzed by Ni. However, the presence of ceria or/and doped ceria may reduce the effect of sulfur by acting as e.g. sulfur absorbent as reported in the literature.

**Initial effect of sulfur.**—The impedance prior to any H$_2$S addition and the impedances immediately after the voltage drop upon H$_2$S addition are shown in Figure 7A. The impedance increased as expected with increasing concentration of H$_2$S. In Figure 7B, the ADIS visualization of the EIS changes is shown. From the ADIS plot, it is clear that changes occur in the frequency range 100–10 Hz and around 1 Hz upon addition and increasing the amount of H$_2$S. From symmetrical cell studies on the anode of the present study, it is known, that the anode electrochemical response is located in the frequency range 100–10 Hz, whereas the contribution at approximately 1 Hz is associated with gas diffusion/conversion. The addition of sulfur poisons the anode, which leads to a change of the current distribution. This can e.g. be monitored by changes in the in-plane voltages of the cell, where the poisoning initially is envisioned to happen as a moving front from the gas inlet across the cell. The change in current distribution is reflected as a change in the resistance associated with gas diffusion/conversion. The two tests shown in Figure 6 are performed under the same conditions with a current load of 0.25 Acm$^{-2}$. Comparison shows a higher voltage drop upon H$_2$S exposure for cell B than cell A. The difference in sulfur tolerance can be understood in terms of the difference in the performance of the cells. The presence of a given H$_2$S concentration will result in the Ni catalyst being passivated by adsorbed sulfur. This is similar for the two cells, but the amount of Ni:GDC catalyst infiltrate has a huge impact on the performance and durability.

![Figure 5](image_url) Figure 5. EIS of symmetrical cell tests showing the effect of having 10 wt% Ni (with respect to GDC) in the infiltrated catalyst on the polarization resistance $R_p$. The EIS spectra were recorded in a gas composition of 97% H$_2$ / 3% H$_2$O at 650°C.

![Figure 6](image_url) Figure 6. Effect of H$_2$S sulfur poisoning on the MS-SOFCs during constant operation conditions at 650°C. The cells were in both cases operated with air as oxidant and 4% humidified hydrogen as fuel at a current load of 0.25 Acm$^{-2}$. The oxygen and fuel utilization were less than 15%.

![Figure 7](image_url) Figure 7. A) The EIS response showing the passivation/degradation of the cells upon addition of H$_2$S. B) The ADIS representation of the EIS changes occurring upon H$_2$S.
filtration per volume (density) is different with the best performing cell A having the highest density of Ni/GDC catalyst. Thus, the anode impedance \( \zeta \) representing the electrochemical fuel oxidation of the transmission line model in the right part of Figure 4, will increase by a certain percentage at a given sulfur Ni coverage. In previous detailed impedance studies with systematic variations of operation conditions for Ni/GDC and GDC infiltrated MS-SOFC anodes, the homogenized transmission line model in Figure 4 was applied, which nicely illustrated roughly a factor 7 decrease in the associated activation energy upon addition of Ni to the infiltrate material. Thus, these studies showed that a factor 7 improvement in the observed polarization resistance by a factor of roughly 7. For the present work the electrochemical activity of the Ni will upon sulfur poisoning decrease by a certain percentage. This is similar for both cell A and cell B, but as the initial performance is different, the absolute resistance increase will be different for the two cells. This will make well performing cells look more sulfur tolerant at first sight, but this may not necessarily be true. A more detailed analysis is needed. For illustration, the absolute increase of cell resistance as a function of \( \text{H}_2\text{S} \) concentration of the present MS-SOFC anode is compared with literature results on AS-SOFCs with the conventional Ni/YSZ cermet anode at different temperatures and current densities in Figure 8. As can be seen from comparison of the \( T = 650 \, ^\circ \text{C} \) results the MS-SOFC anode of the present work seems to be significantly more sulfur tolerant than the Ni/YSZ cermet anode. However, it may simply be due to a better initial performance. For the conventional Ni/YSZ cermet SOFC anode a Temkin-like isotherm has been used for the description of the Ni sulfur surface adsorption. Using the constants provided, the Temkin-like isotherm can be expressed as:

\[
\theta_s = 1.45 - 9.53 \cdot 10^{-5} \cdot T + 4.17 \cdot 10^{-5} \cdot T \cdot \ln \left( \frac{p(\text{H}_2\text{S})}{p(\text{H}_2)} \right) [1]
\]

\( \theta_s \) is here the temperature in Kelvin and \( p(\text{H}_2\text{S}) \) and \( p(\text{H}_2) \) are the partial pressures of the respective gases. Applying the above expression to the conditions of the present study results in the following sulfur coverages \( \theta_s = 0.86 \) (2 ppm), \( \theta_s = 0.89 \) (5 ppm), \( \theta_s = 0.92 \) (10 ppm). For conventional Ni/YSZ cermet anodes a linear relationship was found between the drop in power output and the sulfur surface coverage calculated using the Temkin isotherm. A few interesting but somewhat peculiar conclusions can be made by inspection of the reported plots. First, it requires quite high sulfur coverages before any effect of sulfur can be observed \( \theta_s \approx 0.5 \) and secondly the anode will still be very active at \( \theta_s = 1 \). However, it is important to remember, that the Temkin isotherm is not valid for either very low or very high coverages. From Figure 5 the effect of having Ni in the infiltrated catalyst was a factor 7 improvement of the polarization resistance. From deconvolution of MS-SOFC impedance spectra by combined distribution of relaxation times (DRT) and equivalent circuit analysis on cells having a similar open microstructure as cell A of the present study, the electrochemical anode resistance was estimated to be 171.2 \( \mu \Omega \text{cm}^2 \). Similarly, the anode gas diffusion/conversion was estimated to be 31.9 \( \mu \Omega \text{cm}^2 \) at a gas composition of 40% \( \text{H}_2/60\% \text{H}_2\text{O} \). Using these values, the relative increase of anode resistance is plotted as a function of sulfur coverage in Figure 9. The \( \text{H}_2\text{O} \) content of used fuel composition of the present study is significantly lower (4–15%) than in Ref. 32, which gives a higher gas diffusion/conversion resistance and would in fact lead to an even higher tolerance than depicted in Figure 9. Most studies within the literature report the effect of sulfur poisoning as a voltage drop or performance drop of the whole fuel cell. This makes comparison difficult as the loss contributions from the different cell components differ and quite often the studied temperature is also not the same. From different reviews consensus seems to exist on the recommendation of using the relative impact on anode polarization resistance as a suitable measure for the SOFC tolerance toward sulfur (\( \text{H}_2\text{S} \)) poisoning. Nonetheless, very few studies have actually estimated the cell anode polarization resistance. Only, a very limited number of 3-electrode setup studies exist, which have investigated the effect of sulfur poisoning on SOFC anodes. From the impedance spectra of 3-electrode measurements it is straightforward to estimate the Ni/YSZ anode polarization resistance. However, since anode supported SOFC (AS-SOFC) are aimed at an operating temperature of 750–850 °C, these studies have been performed at higher temperatures than the 650 °C of the present MS-SOFC study. A way to compare the present results with other studies at different conditions is to use the Temkin-like isotherm of Eq. 1 and do a conversion to a corresponding sulfur Ni surface coverage. This is what has been done and is shown in Figure 9. Firstly, a linear behavior is seen for each plotted data series. Secondly, the Ni/YSZ anode data series at 1000 °C sticks somewhat out compared to the linear trend of the remaining Ni/YSZ data. Nonetheless, there seems to be a clear indication that the nanostructured Ni/GDC anode is more tolerant than the conventional Ni/YSZ SOFC anode, when one extrapolates to similar sulfur Ni coverage for the two types of anodes. From Figure 9, it is seen that the approximate effect of adding ppm levels of sulfur results in roughly a doubling of the anode resistance. If the Ni particles were completely passivated a 7-fold increase in the anode resistance would be expected according to the symmetrical cell data of Figure 5. Thus, Ni is indeed very much catalytically active despite the passivation of sulfur at very high Ni surface coverages. Schubert et al. studied and compared directly 1-cell stacks with Ni/YSZ and Ni/GDC cermet anodes respectively. The stack with Ni/YSZ anode showed the best performance. Despite this the stack with Ni/GDC anode showed significantly better tolerance toward sulfur poisoning both in terms of...
of a lower relative voltage drop (1st effect) and in terms of durability (2nd stage effect). From these results, the present study and remaining literature results, it seems clear, that the positive effect of GDC on sulfur poisoning is real. However, it remains difficult to quantify the positive effect of having Ceria or Gadolinium doped Ceria present. Furthermore, it is also difficult to determine whether a Ni and GDC nanostructuring has any additional enhancement on the sulfur tolerance. In an attempt at explaining the positive sulfur tolerance effect of having GDC present Schubert et al.\(^4\) proposed that the effect of the electronic conducting GDC is to be electrocatalytically active and thereby extent the electrochemical reaction zone as sketched in Figure 10. However, this explanation is not supported by the present results as Ni is still supplying the by far predominant electrocatalytic activity despite the sulfur poisoning as concluded earlier. Furthermore, the concept can also not explain why the inhibition of isolated nanosized Ceria and/or doped Ceria and other particles also seem to enhance the sulfur tolerance.\(^1\) The reason for Ni being electrocatalytically very active despite the very high sulfur coverages \(\theta > 0.9\) is unclear. One possible explanation is that different surface sites are at play. It is e.g. well known that active sites for internal steam reforming are different from those which are electrocatalytically active.\(^36\) Furthermore, the sulfur has a tendency to adsorb and cluster in islands\(^33,37-39\) and it is presumably the reason why a Temkin-like isotherm applies, where the adsorption enthalpy varies linearly with coverage. It could be that the sites, which are very electrocatalytically active, are the last to be covered by sulfur. However, this remains speculation and it is clear that further systematic fundamental studies are needed to understand these mechanistic questions.

**Effect of current on sulfur poisoning.**—The Ni/YSZ data in Figure 9 are at OCV conditions, whereas the results of the present study are at a current load of 0.25 Acm\(^{-2}\). In some studies current is speculated to have a beneficial effect on sulfur poisoning, where the flow of oxide ions may react with adsorbed sulfur and form SO\(_2\). However, no clear experimental evidence exists for such a mechanism to be of significant influence. In fact experiments have indicated that there is no substantial effect of current.\(^40\) Similarly, if a clear effect of current on sulfur poisoning was present one would expect an activating nature with a decrease in resistance as the current density is increased during recording of polarization-current characteristics in H\(_2\)S containing 20% humidified hydrogen fuel. However, we have not observed such activation even at high current densities of 1–2 Acm\(^{-2}\). The polarization-current characteristics remain linear. For these reasons, the comparison in Figure 9 seems reasonable.

**Effect of sulfur on long term durability.**—Impedance was recorded before and after each step with H\(_2\)S poisoning in Figure 6 in order to evaluate the long-term poisoning effect. This is shown in Figure 11 along with the ADIS visualization of the EIS changes. From Figure 11B it is clear that the changes occur in the same frequency ranges as observed in Figure 7, which means, that it primarily is the anode that degrades and that an increase in the gas diffusion/conversion takes place. The change in the gas diffusion/conversion resistance is most likely due to a change in the cell current distribution as also discussed earlier, which presumably is an effect of an uneven degradation of the cell anode. This results in a more uneven current distribution, which increases the gas diffusion/conversion resistance.

From Figure 12 the change of the serial resistance \(R_s\) and the polarization resistance \(R_p\) during the testing in Figure 6 is shown. Only the polarization resistance is affected by the sulfur poisoning. Each segment of sulfur poisoning results in a degradation of the polarization resistance. In contrast, a close inspection of the serial resistance reveals a tiny steady increase, which is completely unaffected by H\(_2\)S addition and removal. The tiny steady increase of the serial resistance is presumable due to corrosion of the metal.

**Conclusions**

The performance of two metal supported solid oxide fuel cells (active area 16 cm\(^2\)) with novel nanostructured Ni/GDC infiltrated anodes, but different anode and support microstructures were reported. The cell with the highest porosity showed the best performance on single cell level reported within the literature with fuel utilization corrected area specific resistance (ASR\(_{corr}\)) of 0.35 \(\Omega\)cm\(^2\) at 650\(^\circ\)C. The sulfur tolerance of this novel nanostructured Ni/GDC infiltrated anode was studied and compared with the conventional SOFC Ni/YSZ cermet anode. From the testing and subsequent comparison it can be concluded that the nanostructured Ni/GDC infiltrated anode is significantly more tolerant toward sulfur poisoning compared to the
conventional SOFC Ni/YSZ cermet anode. From the results it is clear that the Ni is still very much electrocatalytically active despite the very high sulfur Ni surface coverages upon sulfur poisoning. From these results it could also be excluded that the role GDC with respect to enhanced sulfur tolerance is not due to an extension of the three-phase-boundary reaction zone as speculated within the literature. Long-term degradation of the nanostructured Ni:GDC MS-SOFC anode as a result of the sulfur poisoning was observed. This has also under certain experimental conditions been reported for the Ni/YSZ cermet anode. The degradation under H$_2$S exposure was solely ascribed to the anode polarization resistance, whereas the serial resistance remained unaffected.
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Figure 12. The effect of the H$_2$S sulfur poisoning on the serial resistance $R_s$ and the polarization resistance $R_p$ of tested cell A and B (see Figure 6).
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